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Woody van Amen (Eindhoven, 1936) has built up an unbelievable body of work in his almost  
sixty years as an artist. 

After spending time in New York in the early sixties, Van Amen became the most important 
representative of pop art in the Netherlands. ‘Everything is useful, because everything can become  
a symbol, when it’s detached from its original meaning.’—says Van Amen when he returns to the 
Netherlands and expresses his interest in pop art. His assemblages, made up from all kinds of objects 
from everyday life and the provocative character of his work, make Van Amen stand out immediately. 

In the 1970s he travelled to Switzerland, where he became deeply impressed by the Matterhorn, 
a mountain that has been a recurring theme in his work ever since. 

After America and Switzerland, Van Amen also visited Asia frequently. In 1976 in Singapore, he 
rediscovers the double cross, which reminds Van Amen of two interlocking Swiss crosses. In the seat 
upholstery of a taxi he recognises the pattern of a swastika. In Asian culture the swastika is omnipresent 
in the streets and is the most important character for happiness and prosperity. Van Amen sees an 
entirely different way of dealing with images and symbolism, which drastically changes his look on art. 
From now on, the spatial form of the double cross, the self-proclaimed TAXAT, represents the symbol  
of the freedom of art and runs through Van Amen’s oeuvre like a common thread. 

Van Amen considers the world through his art. His new work entitled ‘Some like it Hot’ is a fine example. 
He created it after a personal event during his trip to Japan in 2019. Back in the Netherlands—emptying 
his backpack—everything literally fell into place. A readymade was born.

Woody van Amen lives and works in Rotterdam.
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WOODY VAN AMEN, SOME LIKE IT HOT, 2020 
MIXED MEDIA, 24 × 24 CM
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